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for Austria retained bitter memories of the decisions of the
London Conference during the Balkan Wars, and of its
impotency in enforcing its decisions against Serbia, Beth-
mann naturally feared that in such a Conference of four
Powers as Grey proposed, Germany would inevitably be
in a minority of one to three; Italy would side with the
Triple Entente rather than with her own nominal allies,
and so Germany at the Conference would stand alone in
representing Austria's point of view against England, France
and Italy.67 Furthermore, from a military point of view,
a conference of ambassadors might work to Germany's
disadvantage; its decisions would be likely to drag out for
days or weeks; buc meanwhile Russia was making active
military preparations; if the Conference should break down
and war come eventually, Germany would be deprived of
much of the military advantage which she enjoyed in being
able to mobilize more rapidly than Russia, an advantage
which she counted on partly to offset the superior numbers
of the French and Russian armies. A final, and probably
decisive, reason for the rejection of Grey's conference pro-
posal was the fact that the German Foreign Office had
received simultaneously a strongly worded annotation from
Emperor William emphatically rejecting Grey's earlier
proposal for mediation between Austria and Serbia.68
Though there are thus many reasons which made it
natural for Germany to reject Grey's conference proposal,
and though she herself a few hours later abandoned her
"localization" plan, accepted the idea of mediation, and
began to put pressure on Austria also to accept it, her
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 68	For the Kaiser's annotation, which reached Berlin by wireless from
on board the Hohenzollern at 12:07 A.M. on July 27, (KJX, 157, final
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